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The Development

This collection of five houses has been passed and approved

by the local council and is now ready to build out. The plans

have been passed for four, four bedroom semi detached

houses, the uniqueness with these properties is the sheer size

of them measuring a total 1280 square meters and gardens

as large as 167 square meters. Split across three floors allows

the master suite to situate on the top floor with its very own

en-suite. There is also planning passed for one, three bedroom

detached house tucked away at the end of the development,

still split across three floors and measuring a total of 106

square meters, yet this one has a large storage area which if

you ask us cries out for a walk in wardrobe. Modern open plan

living at its best and enough space for everyone to enjoy.

Location

Here at Holly House you find yourself situated in the sought after location

on Belfairs, Leigh-on-Sea. Many of the locals enjoy this spot in Leigh due the

space and recreation grounds, Belfairs Woods being only a stones throw

away is a real treat, you will find yourself taking a leisurely stroll through the

woods with the company of dog walkers and the many families. The golf

course located next door will keep you busy through the summer season

whilst you practice your tiger woods swing and if the outdoors just isn't

your thing then with its many pubs, bars and restaurants you will be spoiled

with good food and a tipple or two.

Seafront Spot

It is not uncommon for many people that live in this area to get their

walking shoes on and take a stroll down to the seafront, here you can enjoy

Leigh-on-Seas hugely desirable Broadway and its character and charm it

provides with all this history. Sit down with some cockels or muscles whilst

taking in the ambiance the area has to offer, and if you feel you haven't

walked far enough, from here you can follow the sea wall all the way to

East Beach or up to Hadleigh Castle an ideal spot for a picnic.

Access To London

From Holly House you are in easy access to the A127, from here you can

find yourself merging straight onto the A130 or even into the M25 taking

you around the London Circuit. For Train link into London, you find yourself

situated between both the C2C and Greater Anglia Lines and if you want

our recommendation why not save some money on the train line and pay

for parking instead and jump straight on the C2C at both Leigh-on-Sea or

Chalkwell station.

Schools

With the central location you have an abundance of choice when it comes

to education. Eastwood Academy is less than a mile away which is Ofsted

ranked, Outstanding, definitely the first choice for the community and not to

mention that you are also within walking distance to Blenheim Primary

School which is also Ofsted ranked, Outstanding. Bus routes into Westcliff

High for boys and girls and not a million miles away from St Michaels

Private School you really are spoiled for choice.

Offers in excess of £1,000,000


